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eSports
The Next Major Sports League
It took over 40 years for the most
popular sports league in the US, the NFL,
to add 80 million viewers. eSports is
adding the same number of viewers
every 3 years or so. The NFL was
hampered by the number of television
sets in circulation and by regional
borders. eSports is not constrained. It’s
a global play accessible by anyone with
an Internet connection.

That’s what makes this theme so exciting.
We are watching the creation of a global
sports league being developed at a record
pace. It will be messy with tons of pitfalls
and tons of opportunities along the way.
This report is meant to highlight some key
trends and asks a few questions that we
think are interesting. Keep reading folks.
eSports is going to be a wild ride.
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Where’s the “e” in eSports?
Are Publishers too Powerful?
So Much Fragmentation. Good or Bad?
Teams are getting Squeezed. How to alter the competitive dynamics?
A much different ad model with direct engagement.
Will eSports shift to mobile like the rest of the gaming sector?
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Should
eSports be more about the “e”
One thing that’s surprised us over the years following eSports is that

Does the regional focus make as much sense for eSports as it did for

the industry has evolved to much more Sports and much less “e”.

traditional sports? The NHL and MLB grew at a time when live events

What we mean is that eSports seems to be mimicking the traditional

were the only way to view the content. Having to visit the playing field

models around sports more than we would have expected. Sports

in person necessitates a regional focus. Stadiums need to be built and

leagues are being created like the NBA and NHL but substitute League

season tickets need to be sold. But eSports is different. eSports ticket

of Legends and Overwatch for basketball and hockey. Franchises are

sales last year represented about 6% of total revenue and declined,

being purchased in major North America cities. Revenues are driven

one of the few things about eSports these days to be declining).

by sponsorships, media rights and advertising (about 82% of overall

Traditional sports earn about 28% of their revenues from the gate in

revenues). The only missing piece is that multi-billion dollar TV rights

North America. For the fan that’s interested in the interactive

deal that eSports doesn’t yet have access to. But that’s changing as

experience that eSports offers, live events might not be the best

well. Activision Blizzard signed a two year, $90 million dollar deal with

option. And if live events are less popular, what will the impact be on

Twitch to livestream the Overwatch League. Additionally, Blizzard,

the traditional franchise model?

signed a multi-year deal with Disney to broadcast its league on
various TV networks including ESPN, Disney XD and ABC.
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Game
Popularity Swings
We all know what football or basketball means. The

So is it fair to consider eSports a sport or is it really an

same image of Jerry Rice catching a beautiful TD or

amalgamation of dozens of different sports? Last year,

Michael Jordan hitting the game winning shot against

one of the bigger eSports franchises, Echo Fox,

Utah enters our minds. How about eSports? Not that

announced that it was releasing a bunch of players

simple. For some it’s Fortnite. Others, DOTA 2, or maybe

related to the Gears of War and Call of Duty games. How

League of Legends. Last year, 21 separate games offered

will teams avoid the constant struggle to invest and ramp

more than $1 million in tournament prize money. That’s

up players for game A and then have game B take over in

great but it’s also really fragmented.

popularity the following year?

$41M
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$20M

$14M

$7M

$7M
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Perception
Of Familiarity Drawing Invesment
A lot of the investment dollars flowing into eSports have been originating from traditional sports. The likes of
Magic Johnson (LA Lakers), Robert Kraft (NE Patriots), Dan Gilbert (Cleveland Cavaliers) and the Houston Rockets
have made investments into eSports franchises. Behaving as a typical sports league probably gives added
comfort to this crop of investors. The same can be said for the global brands that are already active in sponsoring
live events and web traffic streams. In 2016, about $1.5 billion was invested in eSports companies. In 2018, it was
over $5 billion. And less than 10 years ago, investment levels were about $25-50 million per year. Overall, we
understand the valuing of mimicking the traditional sports model but in the long run, this might not be the best
approach to ensuring a healthy and thriving ecosystem.
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The
Publisher
Power Play
A few notable differences we would highlight: Firstly, the publishers own the games that are the centerpiece of these
leagues. Overwatch is owned by Activision Blizzard, a publicly listed $36 billion market cap company on the NASDAQ.
League of Legends is owned by Tencent, a $450 billion market cap company based in China. Governance of traditional
sports leagues is vastly different. The governing bodies generally serve to coordinate the interests of the franchise owners.
As a result, there isn’t a single group that can dictate economic splits or rule changes for example. In eSports, the publishers
have significantly more power to extract economic value and a simple game update could alter the competitive balance of
the league. The publisher will undoubtedly be incentivized to play fair in the early stages to ensure that the leagues flourish;
however a different CEO or a different set of circumstances might lead to different intentions. Andy Dinh, the CEO of Team
SoloMid (an eSports organization) said this about Riot Games co-founder Marc Merrill a few years ago: “Traditional major
sports organizations own stadiums and franchise rights in a league. In my case, Marc owns the game and the exclusive
league and he just offers me a contract every December to participate in LCS, a slot which I risk losing twice a year. I can’t
earn anything related to LCS except what he pays me or allows me to earn.”
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How
Rule Changes Matter
Game patches and upgrades are an interesting factor in eSports. The rules of the game
can be changed at any time via unilateral decision from the software team at Riot,
Blizzard, EA Sports or any other publisher. It would be almost like the NBA deciding to
move the three point line because there’s too much scoring in the modern game. Yes,
sports do occasionally change the rules and/or playing conditions but it comes with
consensus building and notice. eSports is a bit different. Plenty of gamers have
complained that they have built a strategy around one particular weapon or game
persona but then the strengths and weaknesses of that weapon were altered
overnight. I think all of us in the over 40 crowd can agree that the Princess was clearly
the dominant force in Super Mario Bros. 2. Had the game developers decided to
arbitrarily reduce her gliding ability, it certainly would have reduced by claim to fame
as the champion of Super Mario Bros 2 in my neighborhood. Now magnify that impact
when millions of dollars in tournament money are at stake.
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More
Fragmentation and Volatility
Another big difference we would highlight is the rapid pace of change in gaming vs. traditional sports. My grandparents played baseball in school and my
grandchildren will probably play baseball as well. Traditional sports don’t change very quickly. An investor in a baseball franchise today is probably quite
comfortable in believing that baseball will continue to be played 50 years from now. Gaming is different. Investors are spending millions on franchises in
video games. These are clearly popular games right now but new games get launched every year. One of the most popular eSports games right now,
Fortnite, did not exist a few years ago. Might a new game dislodge the incumbents in a few years’ time? What does that do to franchise valuations? So far,
virtually all of the top eSports games have been growing because the eSports boom is in full swing. Nevertheless, there can be rapid swings in popularity.
A quick glimpse of eSports prize money shows a few things: i) Starcraft II was the third most popular game in 2014 and is now 10th with total prize money
remaining basically flat, ii) Fortnite is the third most popular game now with $20M in prize money last year. Two years ago, it did not exist. iii) Dota 2
continues to be the king but growth has decelerated rapidly.
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Key
Industry Segments
We would segment the industry into four main groups – publishers,

There are two ways to look at this discrepancy. 1. This presents a major

platforms, teams and equipment. You’ll probably have no problem

opportunity for value expansion with the teams or 2. This discrepancy

recognizing the publishers and the platforms. These are giant global

accurately reflects the power dynamics in the industry. We would

companies worth billions. Amazon bought Twitch for $1 billion

personally lean a bit more to the second explanation. As previously

about 5 years ago. Today, it would certainly be worth many

discussed, the publishers make the games and set the rules and economics

multiples of that price. Huya, a Chinese company like Twitch, is

of the leagues. That’s a powerful position. The platforms are adopted

worth about $5 billion. Privately held, Discord was recently valued

universally for all the games. Twitch holds about 85% market share in North

at $2 billion as per the latest VC round. We generally know what the

America. The Chinese equivalents, Huya and Douyu, hold similar share in

publishers are worth because most are public. Activision Blizzard is

Asia. We will wait to see whether the teams can begin to shift the power

worth $36 billion. Tencent is a big conglomerate worth $450 billion.

dynamics by building their own brands. Major traditional sports teams are

Ubisoft is worth $10 billion. And how do these multiples compare to

valued at billions because they have decades of history to leverage

the actual eSports team valuations? The top 10 teams were valued

regardless of whether they are competitive year in and year out. The

at a combined $1.6 billion late last year.

Cloud9s and Team Liquids don’t have the same luxury yet.
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Key
Industry Segments
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Capturing
Our Attention
As tech guys, our natural inclination is to try to identify interesting sources of innovation in emerging markets. So
while we understand the motivation behind the somewhat traditional league/franchise model eSports is gravitating
toward, we’re more curious about the opportunities that might emerge in adjacent areas. We’ve used the evolution
of the traditional sports model to help guide our thinking.
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Analytics
Analytics
Analytics have become a big deal in traditional sports. Companies like Sportlogiq,
Krossover, Sportradar and numberFire have taken off because they help sports
organizations and casual fans better measure and understand athletic
performance. The days of simply considering points, rebounds and assists are
over. Now we’re looking at effective field goal percentage, defensive rating and
wins above replacement. We’re tracking how quickly a player will switch off a
double team in real time at every second in the game. It’s amazing stuff.
The state of advanced metrics in eSports has lots more room to grow. For one
reason, we don’t need cameras to track physical player movements. The data is
already there on the computer screen. As more funds get invested into creating
world class gaming players, there will be a lot more demand for analytics to show
errors and optimization techniques.
There’s been some movement in this direction already. SAP partnered with
eSports’ Team Liquid to offer advanced analytics on decision-making in the game,
Dota 2. We’d expect to see much more innovation on the analytics front in the
coming years.
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Shift
To Mobile?
The vast majority of eSports is played on PC. The peak performance of these
eSports athletes needs to be matched by the processing capabilities and control
generally offered by the PC experience. We wonder whether there is a version of
eSports that will shift more toward mobile gaming given the general industry trend
toward mobility. Mobile gaming was the smallest category in 2012, representing
about 18% of overall gaming revenues. By 2016, mobile was the largest category,
representing 40%. And by 2020, it is expected to represent 57%. Perhaps there is
room for a more casual version of eSports to emerge. Much of the population is
certainly comfortable viewing movies, shows and other content on their mobile
device. Yet, the Twitch experience is more conducive to PCs. Will Twitch push its
lead into mobile as well or will a new entrant take hold?
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Engagement
And Monetization
eSports viewership is not the same as traditional sports viewership. Viewing traditional sports is generally a passive experience, especially on TV. About 80% of traditional sports
viewership is standard linear TV and 20% is online. With eSports, over 80% is online, a medium that is inherently more dynamic and interactive. The revenue of the different sports leagues
reflects this reality. The NFL, NBA and MLB generate about 38% to 48% of their total revenue from selling media rights, primarily TV. For eSports, the figure is about 14%. Perhaps this
suggests that there is significantly more runway for media rights expansion in eSports. Or perhaps the focus will continue to be on direct monetization. Twitch allows gamers to monetize
their content via two main methods, subscriptions and advertising. Access to game streams on Twitch is free and ad-supported. A gamer would expect to make about $250 per month in
ad revenue for every 100 subscribers to their streams. The better gamers also have the option of securing subscribers, which pay a monthly fee of $5 to $25. This fee is split 50/50 between
Twitch and the gamer. What does a subscriber receive? Ad-free content, exclusive chatrooms, exclusive competitions, special badges and unique emojis. The better gamers can often
make $3-5K per month, playing around 40 hours per week. The superstar gamers can make hundreds of thousands of dollars per month from ad and subscription revenue.
The Twitch command center is a very different experience to television. It’s very dynamic with multiple camera views, scoring statistics and real-time audience interaction.
The social and immersive experience in eSports lends itself to much more interesting monetization capabilities in our view. We’ll highlight a company like Discord. It has seen its user base
sky rocket because they have built a tailored communication experience for the eSports world. Discord announced that its base had tripled from 45 million to 135 million in the span of one
year. Discord has been described as the skype for gamers, allowing users to text and voice chat with other gamers. Discord is free and doesn’t focus on ads to generate revenues. So what
did they do to make some money? They started offering a $5 per month subscription for users that were interested in enhancing their overall experience on the platform. The paid
subscription will again offer things like higher quality screen shares, animated custom emojis, etc. And there is a $10 subscription, which offers access to a library of unique games.
There is lots of room for eSports to improve its monetization per viewer. The industry generates about $5 annually per viewer. The other pro sports leagues generate between $35 to $80 in
revenue per viewer. We’re curious to see what other engagement innovations will emerge in eSports in the coming years to help close this gap.
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Revenue
Per Viewer
Sports Viewership (Projected 2021)

141M

84M

79M

63M

$32M
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The
Gambling Scene
If eSports follows the path of traditional sports, then you know that gambling will
not be far behind. eSports gambling will be worth about $13 billion by next year,
which is more than double the projections from 2016. There are already plenty of
sites that offer eSports betting options, from the mainstream sites (Bet365 and
Betway) to the specialized sites (esportsbetting.com and Thunderpick). The big
gaming titles tend to receipt the majority of the wagers – ie. League of Legends,
Counter-Strike and Dota 2 comprise over 80% of the wagering market.
One gambling aspect unique to eSports is skin betting. Skins are virtual goods that
change the look of a character or weapon for instance. Gamers can bet skins
against each other and then there are sites that allow users to sell skins for real
dollars. One such site is skins.cash. They list certain virtual goods as costing
hundreds and even thousands of dollars.
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Industry
Valuation
The boom in eSports has driven a significant increase in
investment. It’s probably not a fair comparison, but we were
curious as to what team valuations looked like in eSports vs.
other traditional sports leagues. The revenue multiple is about
14x for eSports compared to 4x on the low end for the NHL and
6.5x on the high end for the NBA. Why the big difference in

13.8

multiples? Clearly, eSports has a higher growth trajectory if
things go well.

The traditional sports are all relatively flat in terms of viewership
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and revenues. But the offset is that traditional sports teams
have stability, longevity and power. We see a much higher risk
of eSports teams being squeezed by the powerful publishers

eSports

Value/Revenue Multiple

and platforms. Today’s multiples will seem like a bargain if the
teams begin to develop a following even a fraction of what the
traditional sports teams have. Time will tell.

Source: Forbes
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Birth
Of the Big Stars
For the first time ever, an eSports star graced the cover of ESPN, the Magazine.
Tyler Blevins has been labelled the first crossover star in eSports. He earns
about $500K per month from streaming. That annualized revenue of $6 million
is about 35% of the average annual revenue for the top 5 eSports teams. Tyler
earns this revenue outside of the league competitions where teams
participate. He has played for various teams on occasion, depending on the
tournament. We make note of this dynamic because its vastly different from
the traditional sports scene. No matter how good Lebron James is, he has to
play for an NBA team. Tyler Blevins doesn’t. This sets up an interesting
quandary for how teams will compete to attract top talent.
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Room
For the Peer to Peer Market
It seems that an organized and dominant peer to peer market is still somewhat missing. We know that companies
like Virgin Gaming have tried but the market didn’t take off. Was it too early or are there structural problems with
the head-to-head concept? We wonder whether it’s fair to consider the online poker boom from the early 2000s as
a proxy for what might happen with eSports. We don’t see any technical limitations in logging in to a fighting game
and challenging someone for real cash or virtual goods. Online poker had the advantage of basically having
everyone on the globe playing one consistent game (ie. Texas Hold’em). Once again, the issue of game
fragmentation presents more of a challenge. Identifying enough of a critical mass in a specific game at a specific
skill level could prove daunting. And lastly, there seems to be more of an element of luck in the game of poker,
which could inspire gamblers to put down a few bucks in search of the elusive royal flush. Pretty sure that getting
lucky in a game of Counter Strike or DOTA 2 is next to impossible against a skilled player.
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Thank
You
Antera Inc
This eSports insights is the first in a series of reports on emerging technologies the team at Antera is planning to
publish, stay tuned!
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